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which of your ideas is the one?
Pregnancy suggestions for new couple
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The website which will help us 
understand, what is pregnancy, what are 
all the complications, what is baby 
growth by week by week, what are all

the appetite you need to follow, exercise 
which you need to do, and vitamins 
which you need to take, Along with the 

old-age home remedies.

 



what problem does my project 


solve?
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With the growth of the 
technology we are forgetting the 

old-age Grandma way of 
treatment’s, My project will help 
you to understand the modern 

treatment like exercises, diet 
plan, baby development, 
symptoms for disease, along with 
the golden days home remedies.



who is my                      for?

website
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My website for all, who are going to 
have baby, or planning for a baby.

or

They may need to know. 
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My main focus of my project is on the Indian community,because in India we 

compare everything with the Society.

For example If we want to have an safety intercourse we need to have a protection

to work on that, but when we are gone to buy one the chemist will start judging us. 

How does my project fit into the cultural context?

In general some countries will introduce the sex education to the students in the 

early schooling, in India we are introduce to sex education may be at the age of 

17-20 years.

In my country we believe in god, because of that if a girl is undergoing monthly

cycle, people will treat her like an infected girl, for her she can’t able to touch

anything, she can’t able to sit and sleep in her bed.

My website with help people to connect to there old generation naturally home

made treatment during pregnancy i’m calling it as grandma formula.
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There are lot of online resource like video tutorials, article and blogs of 

different people which are all help the people to understand the process, but 

when a user are doing of lot of research then only he/she can able to find the 

helpful information in the internet, because internet lot of information.


        My Project will help us to 

 Find the all information at one place
 Easy to access
 Well-Optimized so that it can able to access in the low resolution screen also
 Context explanation with the image.

How does my project fit into the cultural context?



what is my project’s purpose?

1.To Understand purpose of parenthood.

2.To explain the people how to take care of the 

baby before they see the world.

3.To explain the challenges which they need

to face.

4.Introducing the old generation treatment.

5.To let the people know about the sex education.

6.How the husband need to take care of the wife

during the pregnancy.

7.Able to identify the symptoms for the disease.
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Thank you 

very your valuable


 time !!
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Topics which we are covering : 

1. Target Audience 

2. User Journey Consideration 

3. Information Architecture 

4. Content Creation
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Target Audience 

1.Those who are new to the parenting life and need help to understand the 


process.


2.People who all are search for the simple solutions for the complicate problems.


3.People who all are having the little or no prior knowledge.


4.It's appropriate for folks of all ages.


5.What is the week development of the baby, diet plans, symptoms for the diseases.


6. What are natural treatment which we can able to take for the less complications


delivery by old age techniques.
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Roxy 
(The teenager girl)

Age : 19


Location : Chennai


Education : High School


Job Title : Student

 “Don’t say that  your too 
small for this type of 
information”
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User Persona 1 

1.Improve the knowledge on pregnancy.

2.To understand the complication which she need to face in 
future.

3.To know all the valuable information at one place for the 
easy access.

4.What there all the natural remedies which were using 

in the old generation for the normal delivery.

Frustrations

1.Having difficult to crawl the internet for the appropriate

information.

2.Website are with too much unwanted information with 

the complex words. 

3.Due to the judgemental society we can’t able to understand

and get to know about the pregnancy from our parent and 

from other.
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Open-minded


Active

User Persona 2 

Frustrations
 Very Nervous to ask the doctor regarding 

the purpose process for the exercise and 
the diet.


  2.Less Information for the particular topics         
and hard to understand.

3.He is an orphan, he have no one to tell how 
to take care of her wife.

Needs & Goals

1.To help to understand the complication which we need to face.

2.To help him to understand the old generation remedies to help

him to take care of his wife.

Jaideep
(A Daily wage worker )

Age : 28

Location : Delhi

Education : 10 Drop

Job Title : Daily-wage worker
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Cooperative


Confident


Reliable

User Persona 3 

Age : 45

Location : Kochi

Education : PhD

Job Title : Professor

Jaydn
(Professor in University )

Needs & Goals

1.To remote access the knowledge regarding the pregnancy.

2. To access the more knowledge in an short span.

Frustrations

1.Hard to visit the professional because of the schedule.

2.Need to spend more time in term of research for an particular 

topics.

3. No one there to explain the natural treatment process. 
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Information Architecture 

Home

week by week

Birth development description syptoms excercise

vitamins Grandma formula
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•Text - From books and other websites with the proper doctor

analysis.

• Images - Stock photos 

• Illustrations - Using design engines or my own creations

Content
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In old generation we girl is having an complications like 

unable to push the baby out, due to that it will be risk to 

baby and the mother which leads to death fo both, in this they

were using the flow of river water to build the pressure in get the 

baby out. 

Do you  Know ?
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Thank you 

very your valuable


 time !!


